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Introduction
The Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global is currently the world’s largest Sovereign
Wealth Fund, with Assets Under Management (AUM) of 12 billion NOK. The purpose of the
GPFG is diversification of the Norway’s wealth, from oil in the ground to a well-diversified
portfolio of financial assets.
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Asset Distribution

Initally, the fund was invested only in treasury securities. In february 1998, the fund was allowed
to invest in equity for the first time, with the fund moving to a target of 40% equity over a
few months.1 The equity/fixed income distribution has changed several times, from initally
40/60 equity/fixed income, then 60/40 in 2007, before moving to the current weights of 70/30
equity/fixed income. The fund moved into real estate, with a small part of the fund invested
in physical real estate. Finally, the fund is only recently allowed to invest in environmental
infrastructure.
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See ? for some analysis of this event.
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Table 1 Market values by asset class, percent
Percentage of annual wealth by asset class.

‘

Table 2 Market values by asset class, percent
Percentage of annual wealth by asset class.

‘
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Aggregate wealth

Figure 3 summarizes the value of the fund, distinguishing money into the fund (tax revenues)
and investment returns.
Table 3 The evolution of the value of the fund.
Market values in millions NOK. By source.

Panel A: Market values in mill NOK

Panel B: Percentages
‘
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Investment returns

Looking at the financial investments.
Evaluating: What return do one earn on an investment.
The increase in wealth from asset returns (not accounting for inflows/outflows).
WT =

T
Y

(1 + rt )

t=1

How much will one NOK invested in 1998 have grown to?
Figure 1 Aggregate wealth, Total, Equity and Fixed income, in NOK

Figure 2 Aggregate wealth, Total portfolio, in NOK
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Figure 3 Aggregate wealth, Equity portfolio, in NOK

Figure 4 Aggregate wealth, Fixed income portfolio, in NOK
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Delegated Portfolio Management

General
• Original portfolio allocator
– the big decision.
– choose an asset class composition (weights)
• To implement portfolio choice: Hire asset manager(s)
Way of operationalizing a chosen asset class composition:
– Specify a target index
– Tell the asset manager to match, and preferably beat, index.
The optimal contract for such a delegated portfolio assignment: Sharing of profits from
beating the index between asset manager and principal.
• Portfolio Performance for delegated portfolio management
– (In principle) only care about difference between target index and actual portfolio.
(tracking error)
∗ Important measure: Information Ratio. Similar measure to Sharpe Ratio, but
dividing returns in excess of benchmark with variability, instead of returns/variability.
∗ Understanding what causes (more/less) returns than index. Attribution/Contribution.
Specifics – The Norwegian Pension Funds
• Mapping roles.
– Original portfolio allocator: People of Norway.

Drawing by Arild Midthun

Mission: Store the Wealth from Oil Revenues
This is the solution that was not chosen

Drawing by Arild Midthun
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Instead...
– Representative for people: Storting
→ Ministry of Finance (Finansdepartementet) – Principal.

→
– hires two agents:
∗ Norges Bank (NBIM): Global (ex Norway)

......
∗ Folketrygdfondet: Local (Norway + Nordics)

Big Decision: Asset Weights (SPU) (2015)
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NBIM Mission: Match this index, attempt to add extra returns.
• Reporting for NBIM.
– The important issue
∗ How do we fulfull the contractual obligation of delivering asset returns matching
(improving on) the index?
→ Performance metrics on tracking error.
– But should not loose sight of original portfolio problem (mean-variance tradeoff)
∗ Inform Ministry of Finance (Finansdepartementet): Have they made the right
choice of asset weight in target index?
∗ Communicate to original owners (people of Norway): Is NBIM doing a good job
in looking after my money?
→ Performance metrics on portfolio itself.
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Risk Management

“Mission” from finance ministry to NBIM: Follow index, but try to achieve returns above index,
within limits.
The “limits” part of this: Risk Management – bound the possible deviations between the
fund’s portfolio and its benchmark index: “Tracking error”
To implement a bound on tracking error: Consider the (short-term) standard deviation of
tracking error. Set a maximum on this. (Similar to VaR). The fund has to, in realtime, estimate
the standard error of its portfolio’s tracking errror.
Figure 5 illustrates the tracking error together with its bound. It was broken once, in 2008,
for a very short period (days).
Figure 5 Tracking error bound

A key takeaway: The tracking error is a budget constraint in terms of the risks the fund
can take (deviate from the index). Clearly the fund has a lot of scope for increasing deviations
from its benchmark. . .
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Performance Measurement

Asset Managers Problem Two asset managers
• Norwegian Bank Investment Management
• Folketrygdfondet.
The narrow mission of these portfolio managers:
Maintain a portfolio with returns
• matching, and (preferably)
• beating
the reference portfolio (index).
How to aks if these asset managers are doing a good job?
The task of Portfolio Performance Measurement.
Portfolio Performance Measurement
Performance Measurement: Narrow Question.
Are institutions managing money doing “the right thing”?
Perspectives:
• Relative to the broad mission: The original Risk Return Tradeoff.
→ Absolute Portfolio Performance
• Relative to the narrow mission: How are they tracking the index?
→ Relative Portfolio Performance
Portfolio Performance Measurement
Important to keep these two perspectives separate.
For the manager taking care of the money:
The relevant perspective is the narrow mission. (Relative Performance)
• How are they doing their tracking of index?
• How are they generating extra returns?
The broader perspective (Absolute Performance) more relevant for
• Finansdepartementet (is the mission of giving an index and a tracking error the right way
of solving the original risk-return tradeoff.)
• The original owners (people of Norway).
– They should worry that the risk-return tradeoff is implemented correctly.
– They may also disagree with the use of the money (which is not relevant for a discussion of portfolio performance, but keeps getting dragged into any public discussion,
and clouding the issues.)
Methods for Measuring Portfolio Performance
There is no single, unambiguous measure that can be used to evaluate Portfolio Performance.
Instead, a menu of many different measures, all informative, but not guaranteed to agree.
Relating to this menu:
Enough material for a master’s level course in Investments.
Some Examples
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• Sharpe Ratio
• Treynor Ratio
• Jensen’s Alpha
• Information Ratio
• Appraisal Ratio
• Fama French 3-factor model
• ...
Methods for Measuring Portfolio Performance What to do?
Alternatives
• Pick one, just present that.
– Criticism: Why are you not presenting
[ insert favorite method ]?
• Calculate Several
– Present various performance measures
– Potential problem: Different measures may lead to different conclusions.
– → Need to discuss sources of differences.
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NBIM Data

NBIM provides downloadable data that can be used to do your own evaluation of the funds
investments.
Monthly returns broken down by
• Asset class (equity/fixed income/total)
• Reference currency (NOK/USD/Currency Index)
Lots of additional data
• NBIM portfolio compositions
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Evaluation

The fund is transferred the tax revenues from Norway’s oil/gas industry. What should they
do with it? Well, they should make investments that increases the value of the money. The
idea is that the fund should generate returns compatible with the risk it is willing to take on.
Evaluation is then reduced to looking at the return of the investment portfolio, asking whether
the achieved return is as high as it should.
On conceptual way of thinking of the evaluation is to ask: What would one dollar/krone
invested at the fund’s inception grow to? If the portfolio return rp,t is the return in period t,
the portfolio wealth after T periods.
Wp,T =

T
Y

(1 + rp,t )

t=1

What would be an alternative? Invest in the target benchmark. The investment decisions of
the fund should be “beating” the benchmark. Can evaluate that by looking at the difference
return, the difference between the portfolio return and the benchmark return rb,t
rdif f,t = rp,t − rb,t
This is illustrated in Figures 6 (equity), ?? (fixed income) and 8 (total).
which shows the picture for wealth (in USD) implied in the equity part of the portfolio, and
compares it to wealth implied by the benchmark.
In the bottom panel we plot the wealth of the difference portfolio, which measures the value
added by the fund relative to the benchmark portfolio.
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Figure 6 Aggregate wealth, Equity, USD
Evolution of portfolio and benchmark

Evolution of difference portfolio
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Figure 7 Aggregate wealth, Fixed Income, USD
Evolution of portfolio and benchmark

Evolution of difference portfolio
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Figure 8 Aggregate wealth, Total, USD
Evolution of portfolio and benchmark

Evolution of difference portfolio
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Alpha estimation

Alpha is an attempt to answer the question: Does the return on a portfolio/asset exceed its
required return?
Jensens alpha is the difference between actual performance and required return
αp = rp − reqiured return = rp − r̂p
To find an estimate of requred return an asset pricing model is required.
The classical such asset pricing model is the CAPM, which is what Jensen used
r̂p = (rf + βp (rm − rf ))
Alpha is then

αp = rp − (rf + βp (rm − rf ))

Graphically:
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The CAPM is not the only possible asset pricing model. Models such as the Fama-French
three and five factor models are common alternatives.
If αp > 0, this is interpreted as positive performance.

9.1

Alpha estimation for the fund

Estimate the “alpha” of the equity portfolio, using the global Fama French factors.
rpt − rf t = α + β(rmt − rf t ) + εt
rpt − rf t = α + β(rmt − rf t ) + bSM B SM Bt + bHM L HM Lt + εt
rpt − rf t = α + β(rmt − rf t ) + bSM B SM Bt + bHM L HM Lt + bRM W RM Wt + +bCM A CM At + εt
Here rpt is the portfolio return, rf t the risk free rate, and rmt the return on a market portfolio.
Here SM Bt and HM Lt are the two Fama French factors on market size and book to market,
and then the two additional Fama French factors RM W and CM A. All of these are the global
(developed) factors.
This is the estimation one would grab for without thinking too hard.
But the NBIM portfolio should be evaluated by asking whether it “outperforms” the benchmark b, and we should investigate the models of type
rpt − rbt = rdif f,t = α + β(rmt − rf t ) + εt
This is asking whether the difference portfolio has positive alpha.
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Table 4 Alpha estimation
Alpha estimation using NBIM portfolio p. Returns in USD.

Dependent variable:
One Factor
Constant
RMRF
SMB

eRp
Three Factors

−0.0005
(0.0004)
1.051∗∗∗
(0.008)

−0.001
(0.0003)
1.056∗∗∗
(0.008)
−0.039∗∗
(0.018)
0.070∗∗∗
(0.013)

−0.001∗∗
(0.0004)
1.059∗∗∗
(0.009)
−0.029
(0.019)
0.081∗∗∗
(0.020)
0.053∗∗
(0.025)
−0.027
(0.030)

287
0.984

287
0.985

287
0.986

HML
RMW
CMA
Observations
Adjusted R2

Five Factors

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Note:

Readings For a lot more analysis in this vein, refer to the series of academic evaluations of
the fund. ?, ? ? and ?, as well as the fund’s annual risk report.
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Table 5 Alpha estimation
Alpha estimation using difference NBIM portfolio p and benchmark b. Returns in USD.

Dependent variable:
One Factor
Constant
RMRF
SMB

diffRp
Three Factors

0.0003∗∗
(0.0001)
0.018∗∗∗
(0.003)

0.0003∗∗
(0.0001)
0.016∗∗∗
(0.002)
0.042∗∗∗
(0.005)
−0.018∗∗∗
(0.004)

0.0003∗∗∗
(0.0001)
0.013∗∗∗
(0.003)
0.042∗∗∗
(0.006)
−0.004
(0.006)
0.004
(0.007)
−0.028∗∗∗
(0.009)

287
0.148

287
0.331

287
0.350

HML
RMW
CMA
Observations
Adjusted R2

Five Factors

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Note:
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